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That's why our professionals can
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All that a community can be- one year later
Now entering its 15th year of consecutive growth, development in Green Valley is taking
shape in what is known as the "southern properties" located in the southernmost sector
of the master-planned community.
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Town Center- Green Valley's focal point
The next important component of the Green Valley master-planned community is its town
center, which will contain entertainment, recreation , dining and shopping opportunities.

x

Departments

Green Valley's newest neighborhoods
A listing of projects in progress at Green Valley.
Watt Homes of Nevada
The homebuilder, which expanded operations into southern Nevada two years ago, is
heading for record sales in 1993.

X

St. Rose Dominican Hospital
The hospital's new magnetic resonance imaging system features an entertainment center
to make the time-consuming procedure pass more quickly for patients.

X II

David Jensen Associates
Pioneers in community land planning, DJA' s innovative ideas can be seen in action at the
Grand Legacy Golf Course.

XIII

Pacific Properties and Development Corporation
The nationally renowned homebuilder sold 596 single-family homes in 1992- and is
looking forward to an even better year in 1993.

x 1v

First Interstate Bank
With a reputation for providing years of quality banking services to Green Valley, First
Interstate Bank plans to continue growing with the popular master-planned community.
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Sierra Health Services breaks ground
on the health care provider's new
corporate campus.
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The Systematic Approach
While the economy attempts to gain equilibrium, there has been an expected windfall in
the direction of business: a bigger buying dollar when purchasing office systems.
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On the Cover: Tony Traub (left),
American Nevada Corporation
president and chief executive
officer, and Dave Olson, senior
vice president of marketing, stand
in front of the Obelisk at the Green
Valley Civic Center while they
review current development in the
area. The Green Valley Library is
visible in the background.
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Tax Tips: How long should you keep your tax records?
It's a sensitive issue because the "burden of proof' is on you, the taxpayer.
Ask the Banker: Lending outlook for 1993 shows promise for small business
By serving small business customers, banks feel they will have a competitive edge by
providing them services that they cannot obtain elsewhere.
Nevada Briefs: St. Rose Dominican Hospital chosen for site of new MDA clinic • Sierra
Health Services breaks ground on the first phase of a 500,000-square-foot corporate
campus facility • U.S. Bank makes donation to Harriet Treem Elementary School's library
• Southwest Color Graphics adds director of desktop imaging and new high-end imaging
system • Chanen/Sverdrup chosen as project manager for new Clark County Government
Center • New deli opens doors in Green Valley.
Business Indicators & Analysis: The Nevada economy stutter steps toward a healthier
year in 1993 as indicators continue to show recovery, albeit at a sluggish rate.
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Because we know managing health care delivery helps
control costs, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Nevada has taken
the lead by providing results in managed care.
We've organized one of the largest provider networks in
Nevada, contracting with the best hospitals and physicians
to provide cost-effective care state-wide -the choices
you expect and the value you need.
Our commitment to caring for the people of Nevada spans
more than 20 years. For more information, contact your
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While the economy still flaps its mangled
wings in an attempt to gain equilibrium,
there has been an unexpected windfall in
the direction of business.
The windfall? A bigger buying dollar
when purchasing office systems. Especially the higher end of computer hardware and software. What brought about
this bonanza in purchasing power?
Compaq, one of the computer market
leaders, cut its prices even below those of
the market clones. At the same time,
Compaq also introduced a new line of
low-priced products. These items have
the capability of running all the high-end
software including MS Windows and
ffiM!s OS(2. To stay in competition, the
other major hardware manufacturers have
followed suit.
The result - businesses can now afford
a higher grade of computer equipment at
a significant savings. This in turn has
raised the standard for office systems.
For example, a year ago Intel's 386
processor would have been considered
technologically sufficient. However, its
superior successor, the 486, is priced so
comparably, companies are now choosing the upgrade as an affordable way to
increase internal capabilities. The 486
also provides room for increased demands as businesses grow and require
more of their systems.
Even if a company is not currently

using a graphics program, the hardware
in the 486 provides the capacity to run
such a program in the future.
And as desktop publishing becomes
more widespread, and more people in the
marketplace possess the skill to run these
programs, companies will be able to
choose whether it's more desirable to
produce graphically enhanced materials
in-house or through an outside vendor.
Economic .trends which have dictated
company downsizing and reorganization
of office duties have also caused companies to re-evaluate the amount of space
required to successfully conduct business.
This downsizing of operations has brought
economy into the rethinking of office
environments as well.
The challenge for companies becomes
that of putting the most competitively
priced, hardware-superior computer system into the most efficient amount of
space while maintaining an environment
conducive to high productivity.
How best to do this? The criteria for
achieving the office ideal are:
• Budget
• Operational requirements
• Amount of space available
• Number of employees
• Method in which work is produced
(by department or by function)
Work stations can generate high productivity when properly designed. On

the other hand, inadequate planning can
relegate them to dust boVJls of lethargy
and inefficiency.
Lighting, work surface placement and
access t~ office peripherals (fax machines,
copiers, etc.) are critical factors enhancing employee productivity. The science
of ergonomics has also become a part of
design considerations in the '90s. Ed Katz,
of Custom Office Furniture, sees increasing demand in this area.
Ron Cook of Connecting Point chooses
to stay a little closer to the chip side of the
configuration. Cook's word to the computer-wise? Watch for WORMs- drives,
actually CD disks, which utilize the new
"Write Once Read Many" times technology. WORMs are now making it possible
for businesses to trim their paper trails by
storing incredible amounts of data. Just
one WORM disk can easily store the
entire contents of our Las Vegas phone
book. This information can then be transmitted through existing networks or by
modem to any other computer or receiving informational system. Since the FCC
and the Internal Revenue already accept
the use of this technology, widespread
acceptance of WORMs seems inevitable.
Data can also be fed into the computer
through the use of Optical Character Readers (OCRs) or scanners. These machines
feed printed information directly into the
computer and store it onto the hard drive.
January(February 1993 •
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When the computer is accessed by another computer through a modem or a
peripheral such as a fax machine, copier
or printer, the information is translated
electronically to the receiving computer
or information center. This eliminates
endless transmission and maintenance of
physical documents.
Additional boosts to a computer system
can include accelerator chips which cut
processing time in half, and even programs which allow a computer to network
with other computers - on site or on the
other side of the planet.
As our "Age of Information" gains
momentum, those businesses without networking capabilities will be severely disadvantaged and limited in their competitiveness. In the past, the networking of
computers was so complex, a company
had to employ a system manager to oversee that portion of its operation. "Now,"
says Phil Cooper of P.C. 's P.C. 's, "you
can invest $20,000 for a flle server and
add ISA (Industry Standard) monitors with
keyboards for about $300 to $500 apiece."
Add Novell Netware Lite programming
(Cooper's preference) and an appropriate
network adapter card, and even a small
business can technologically compete with
the larger companies.
An E-Mail program is another feature
which can enhance productivity by eliminating missed messages and delays in
receipt of time-sensitive materials. Faxes
still depend on interception by the recipient or a runner whereas E-Mail bypasses
the need for a third party.
Although there are still some outstanding legal issues which have been raised in
regard to E-Mail usage (verification of
document authenticity, invasion of privacy, etc.), it's a viable way of conducting
internal affairs and, with appropriate policies and standards in place, pays big dividends in the time saving department.
Along with the decreasing cost of highend computer systems, there is a trend in
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WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
THE FORMATION OF

WESTERN BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
the copier arena to also offer more for less.
At last color copiers are within reach of
most businesses.
Tom Masterson, general manager of
Nevada Copy Systems/Associated Business Products, acknowledges the historically prohibitive cost of color copiers. His
experience: businesses never turned down
a color copier because of a lack of needthe benefits just never outweighed the
cost. Canon has changed that by introducing its series of color printers. As more
competitors produce low-end versions of
these printers and copiers, the color market will accelerate. "Color communicates,"
Masterson asserts. "An M.I.T. study revealed that attention is increased by 165
percent and retention more than doubles
at 235 percent. Of course color will make
you more competitive."
Nevada Copy Systems/Associated
Business Products features the Canon line
of office peripherals as well as Sharp's
product line. When asked if WORMs are
going to hurt the copier business, Masterson answered "The last thing I want is to
make a copy, but it's a necessary part of
doing business. WORMs facilitate the
transmission of information but they don't
eliminate the making of copies for distribution - unless you want a crowd of
people at your CRT screen to read and
memorize the information."
In a well-planned office, the furniture is
as critical to productivity as the electronic
machinery. As mentioned previously, Ed
Katz of Custom Office Furniture is keenly
in tune with current office trends. His
department's capabilities include designing custom furniture and integrating it
with existing modular elements. Through
coordinating custom and standard items,
Katz's crew will defme the most strategically beneficial setup for your office's
environmental structure.
Although he recommends that company representatives bring along a blueprint, Katz can also work from a list of

WBO
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Assist you in determining avalue for your business.
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accurately taken interior measurements.
Door and window sizes, location of
power blocks and any existing egresses
must be accurately documented to successfully map out a floor plan and create
a full performance environment. This will
save a lot of time in accomplishing a
company's objective. And time - especially in the '90s- is money.

Buy, Rent or lease?
Even at the lowest premium costs, a
business is an expensive proposition.
Investing in an office system takes careful planning and coordination to get the
best value for your money. Is it better to
rent than to buy? Or is it best to lease? ,
Estimate what your business can comfortably afford, then add to that the minimum at which you can effectively compete in quality, turnaround time or service. Use this figure as your guideline for
pricing equipment and creating a supportive work environment.
An additional rule of thumb suggested
by Masterson: if the nature of your business is product intensive (retail), most of
your business dollars need to be free to
keep product moving. In this case, renting
or leasing would be more advantageous.
On the other hand, if your business is
service intensive (your product is your
labor force), then it might be in order to do
some smart shopping for permanent hardware and furnishings.
Keep in mind, however, that if you're
looking for larger tax breaks, leasing allows a business greater write-offs since
the IRS requires a taxpayer to extend the
write-off of major office equipment purchases over a five-year period.
Creating an office system can be a pleasurable experience with the right floor
plan, the ability to choose sufficiently
sophisticated office products, and the wisdom to coordinate well with outside vendors. Just take the systematic approach,
one element at a time.
•

All tnat a community can

JBRM Partnership, in association with American Nevada
Corporation is enhancing our Green Valley community with such
projects as the Green Valley Town Center and the renovation of the
Green Valley Plaza.
The Town Center will be a striking
addition to the community and
home to a host of shops, offices,
recreational and
entertainment amenities.
JBRM Partnership
4350 E. Sunset Ra. #205
Henderson, NV 89014
(702) 434-2077
4420 N. Saddlebag Trail #200
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
946-4983

GREEN Gt('vALLEY
(Left to right) Bruce Barton and
Mztch Mzze of American Nevada
Corporation and Stacy Rush and
John Hamilton ofJBRM Partnership.
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Year
Later
by David Hofstede

David Olson, the senior vice president
in charge of marketing at American N evada Corporation, tells a story about a
10,000-acre master-planned community
in Colorado called Ken-Caryl Ranch,
which struggled for ten years to attract
attention. "And then Highway C4 70 was
built nearby, and within three years the
project sold out," he recalls.
One can only imagine, then, the effect
that a major highway will have on an
already thriving community like Green
Valley in Henderson. Now entering its
fifteenth year of consecutive growth,
Green Valley hardly needs the proposed
new beltway to decide its fortune, but it's
a substantial addition to the list of reasons why the development's best days
may still be ahead.
The buzzwords these days at American Nevada, the company behind Green
Valley, are "southern properties." This
refers to the land near Pecos and Green
Valley Parkway south of Lake Mead
Drive, where the beltway will most likely
be constructed. According to American
Nevada President Tony Traub, plans are
underway for commercial properties to
surround the beltway, "which will be
the hub to a large extent of the balance of
our community."
"That land has become veryvaluab e..-

Th.e view to the southeast from the Legacy Golf Course reveals the
development in progress at Green Valley's "southern properties".
said Mitchell Mize, vice president of
commercial development. "With the
beltway, you're five minutes from the
airport and 15 minutes from town. Plus,
there's an east-west link across the valley, and it connects with the other freeways. There are a lot of companies interested in moving here, and we want to
take advantage of that situation."
American Nevada is also working to
keep the drawback of constructing a
major thoroughfare at a minimum,
through the use of buffers and landscaping. "If it's going to be here, we're going
to do the best we can to keep it from
hurting the neighborhood," said Brad
Nelson, senior vice-president in charge
of community development. "The final
design has not been made , so we're push. a for a depressed (as opposed to elfreewa ·. It handles noise issues

better, and there is little visual impact."
Several hundred acres are planned,
and sites have already been zoned for
office, high tech, research and development, business, retail and hotel projects,
as well as a regional medical clinic that
may develop into a hospital. Mize also
hopes to attract one or more companies
comparable to Merrill Lynch and
Shearson Lehman in the near future .
"They take a certain population and
economic base to support them, and
we're just about there," he said.
While several real estate developments
nationwide went south in the sluggish
1992 economy, the southern properties
and all of Green Valley were not among
them. "It's been a very difficult period
that everyone's been going through,"
said Traub. "For awhile there was a lack
of available lenders to finance real estate
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The Green Valley Library and Cultural Center

development and construction. We've
been able to weather the storm because
we are a large company and we've tried
to help our builders by developing land
for them. Our biggest challenge right
now is to keep up with builder and buyer
demand, which is very healthy in all
price ranges."
Today the beltway addition is perfectly logical. When Green Valley was
first conceived the only access to the
area was through 15 miles of unpaved
road. It was back in the 1950s that Hank
Greenspun (founder and publisher of
the Las Vegas Sun) and his partner Wilbur
Clark (the man who built the Desert Inn
Hotel) began buying up land on the far
outskirts of Las Vegas. Clark's interest
waned, but Greenspun continued to acquire land in 50- and 100-acre increments, culminating with the purchase of
4 700 acres from the city of Henderson.
American Nevada Corporation was
formed by Greenspun to develop the
property, which almost became known
as Greenspun Ranch. The first homes
were built in 1978, and in the next 15
years over 34,000 people have made the
move to a community that once promoted itself as "the country side of town"
because of its remote setting. Now there
iv •

are over 8,400 acres of houses, apartments, shopping centers, offices, schools
and parks, and the acreage that separates
Green Valley from both Las Vegas and
the rest of Henderson has since been
developed as well.
The residents of Green Valley now
account for s·o percent of Henderson's
population, and that percentage is likely
to grow - possibly to 75 percent - as
Green Valley develops the southern properties. There was a time when Henderson
looked upon Green Valley with mixed
emotions; thousands of acres of quality
homes and businesses meant additional
revenue and prestige, but the city was a
bit irked by the tendency of inhabitants
to claim residency to the development
instead of the city. Rumors of secession
still circulate occasionally.
According to Brad Nelson, the relationship between town and community
is now markedly better. "We feel there's
a much more positive attitude in our
relationship, and a better understanding
that we are partners in this deal. The city
depends on us for providing revenues
and facilities for certain things, and if
we're healthy they're healthy. Being antagonists doesn't help anybody."
At this point, Green Valley has enough
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remaining land to support between 6,000
and 8,000 new residential homes. Nelson
believes they could be finished building
before the year 2000. He predicts they
will have approximately 60,000 residents
when that happens. "We've agreed with
the city of Henderson to an outer limit,
and we're in the land-planning stages for
that property right now," adds Tony
Traub. American Nevada has some definite ideas about the form this last phase
of growth will take. "The city has been
very adamant about minimizing multifamily housing, particularly rental," said
Nelson. "So we will do what we can to
maximize single-family homes, but we
still want to appeal to those people who
rent and buy condominiums."
A recent computer census analysis
commissioned by American Nevada re- ·
ported tMt the population within a threemile radius of Sunset and Mountain Vista
had an average household income of
$55,000, and within a six-mile radius
the average was $45,000. These results
will also have an impact on future development. "We're trying to be a balanced
community for everybody," said Traub.
"As a result of those figures, we're negotiating with some builders to bring in
some single-family homes that are not as
high-priced."
He also stressed that Green Valley is
limited not just by available land and
water, "but also by our commitment to
what a good community should be."
This includes "taking into account the
necessary school requirements, park requirements and other cultural items.
There are also some things that people
do not normally expect from developers
that we will be able to do, particularly in
the area of cultural arts."
Though commercial development
typically lags behind residential, Mitchell
Mize reports "a flurry of activity" in the
area. "In 1992 we sold acreage in the
Green Valley Business Park, already
home to the Ethel M Chocolate Factory,
and the studios of Channel 5. We are
presentlyworking with several local com-
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it'saplace tocall home.
Congratulations to Green valley,
American Nevada Corporation and
to all who made Nevada'slargest
master planned community
aplace to call home.

David JensenAssociates,Inc.
CommunityPlanning · Denver,Colorado
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"Match Point" sculpture by ]. Seward
johnson, Jr. on display outside the
Green Valley Athletic Club

panies, plus one in California and one
based in Switzerland."
Mize is also working on three neighborhood shopping centers, each to be
anchored by major grocery stores, and
he expects to soon add another 33 ,000
square feet of office space to the Green
Valley Civic Center. Other recent additions to Green Valley include Chili's, the
Children's Clinic Pediatric Group and
Samueli's Deli.
And proving that new development is
not limited to the southern properties,
Mize discussed plans for the Green Valley Town Center, which will be built on
the land around the athletic club on
Sunset between Green Valley Parkway
and Mountain Vista. "It's something we
really need - a place for residents to go
on weekends for shopping, dining, recreation and entertainment. The first
phase will contain nine theatres, a bowling complex and a family recreation
center. The latter has already been approved by the Henderson City Council.
Capcom, a japanese firm affiliated with
Nintendo, will build the indoor/outdoor

facility, which will have aNew York City
theme complete with Empire State Building. Rides, mini-golf and of course plenty
of state-of-the-art games are planned.
Additional shopping, dining and entertainment attractions are planned, including an upscale shopping complex.
In the final phase, Mize said, they hope
to add a hotel.
And there is still room - and still
reason - for Green Valley to grow.
"Clearly, the construction boom in the
hotel industry is a good sign," said Tony
Traub. "The rule of thumb that UNLV
gives us is the creation of 1.5 jobs directly for each new hotel room and another 1.5 jobs indirectly. There could be
another 40,000 jobs coming to southern
Nevada in the next three. years , so demand remains strong.
"Also ,_.the California economy is in
terrible, chaotic shape," Traub continued. The problems they had in 1992 will
magnify in the future for many reasons,
and as a result we've seen a lot of California businesses looking to relocate to
Nevada. Dave Olson adds that when
they start looking at the area, Green
Valley will be a popular choice. "All the
people who move here will have more
incentive to live in a master-planned
community, which is how Green Valley
still plans to market itself. There is more
perception of value," he said.
Although the task for which they were
created is not yet finished, American
Nevada is already looking toward the
future. "A major element of our business
plan is to continue developing, though
not necessarily on this scale," said Brad
Nelson. Adds Traub, "This last year we
concentrated on meeting the needs of
existing builders in Green Valley, which
meant we could not look for new deals as
aggressively as I'd have liked. But it's far
more important to serve this area first. "
And that remains American Nevada's
top priority, to make Green Valley all
that a community can be. "If it's not
already here," remarked Nelson, "it's
probably in the planning process." ~
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Town Center
Green Valley's focal point

An artist's conception of the Green Valley Town Center
The master plan for Green Valley has
always included office complexes, business parks, retail and industrial development, recreational and community facilities, in addition to its premier residential community.
The commitment by American Nevada Corporation to their plan has produced a community where residents have
easy access to parks, schools, libraries,
day care, churches, recreational and cultural amenities. Employment centers and
shopping are only available on a limited
basis, but that too is about to change.
The next important component of the
Green Valley master plan is its Town
Center. Bounded by Green Valley Parkway and Mountain Vista along the north
side of Sunset Road, the Town Center
will be a centerpiece for Green Valley,
providing entertainment, recreation, dining and shopping opportunities in a setting unique to the Las Vegas Valley.
The population _of Green Valley and
its surrounding areas is now sufficient to
provide the market support required for
this regional attraction. The Town Cen-

ter will be phased over five years, with
the next stages of development to include a state-of.-the-art multiple-screen
cinema complex, a theatrically themed
family entertainment park, a family bowling center, plus an assortment of restaurants and shops. Subsequent phases will
add a hotel and a Mediterranean-style
retail village boasting an array of shops,
boutiques and services.
Two components of the Town Center
have already been built: the 136,000square-foot, 3,000-plus-member Green
Valley Athletic Club (built in 1986) and
the 22,000-square-foot retail/office
Athenian Center. The Athletic Club features an Olympic-size swimming pool,
ten indoor and four outdoor tennis
courts, an indoor swimming pool, nautilus and free-weight training equipment,
two gymnasiums for basketball and volleyball, racquetball, squash, aerobics,
whirlpools, steam rooms, massage, cardiovascular equipment, personalized
instruction, restaurant, nursery, proshop, sports medicine office and travel
agency. The uncompromising quality of
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the Athletic Club is the standard for each
component of the Town Center.
The Town Center is not to be the only
addition to Green Valley. Planning is
well underway to build three new neighborhood shopping centers, each anchored with a major supermarket with
openings scheduled for the fall months
of 1993, 1994 and 1995. These centers ·
will not only provide residents with
choices for supermarket patronage, they
will conveniently bring goods and services closer to Green Valley families.
The centers will be located at Pecos and
Windmill, Green Valley Parkway and
Pebble, and Lake Mead and Valle Verde.
Through Mitchell Mize, vice president of commercial develqpment and
his staff, American Nevada Corporation
(AN C) is assisted in all phases of planning, marketing and development of the
Town Center and neighborhood shopping centers byJohn Hamilton and Stacy
Rush, principles of JBRM Partnership.
]BRM was initially retained by ANC to
re-merchandise and redevelop Green
Valley Plaza, the first neighborhood center established in Green Valley. The firm
has assisted ANC with other commercial properties. They have attracted new
businesses to the Business Park, as well
as helped in bringing Warren Walker
Schools (from San Diego) and Chili's
restaurant (to the Civic Center).
John Hamilton and Stacy Rush have
diverse commercial real estate backgrounds and achieve complimentary
roles and contributions accordingly.
Rush specializes in the analysis of retail
merchandise mix, tenant sourcing, selection and leasing for regional, community and neighborhood shopping centers, identifying desired tenant-mix categories, lease through improvement,
coordination and store opening.
Hamilton has provided project management and counseling services to a
number of clients in connection with
shopping centers, land assembly/entitlement/development projects and
mixed-use projects.
Gel
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GREEN VALLEY's NEWEST NEIGHBORHOODS
SHADOW CANYON by Watt Homes of Nevada.
Single-family homes with up to five bedrooms and 2,511 sq.ft. Priced from the mid
$120,000s.
SouTH PoiNTE II by Woodside Homes. Singlefamily detached homes with up to four bed- '
rooms and 2,336 sq.ft. Priced from the
$120,000s.
STONECREEK by The Schulman Group. Singlefamily detached homes with up to five bedrooms and 2,721 sq.ft. Priced from the
$170,000s.

Homes in the Legacy Village feature sweeping vistas of the Legacy Golf Course.
These are the developments currently under
construction in Green Valley. They are divided into six "villages".
VALLE VERDE VILLAGE
FoxRIDGE TERRACE II by Richmond American
Homes ofNevada, Inc. Single-family detached
homes with up to six bedrooms and 2,804
sq.ft. Priced from the $160,000s.
SILVER SPRINGS VILLAGE
SILVER MILL by U.S. Home Corporation.
Single-family detached homes with up to
four bedrooms and 2,616 sq.ft. Priced from
the high $130,000s.
OcoTILLO PoiNTE by Woodside Homes. Singlefamily detached homes with up to five bedrooms and 1,700 sq.ft. Priced from the
$120,000s.

SARATOGA by The Helmer Company. Singlefamily detached homes with up to four bedrooms, a three-car garage option and 1,718
sq.ft. Priced from the low $100,000s.
MoNTELENA by Shannon Communities. Singlefamily detached homes with up to five bedrooms and 2,150 sq.ft. Priced from the low
$100,000s.
DELMONICO by Pardee Construction. Singlefamily detached homes with up to four bedrooms and 2,048 sq.ft. Priced from the low
$100,000s.
LEGACY VILLAGE
THE NEw SANDCASTLE II by Richmond American Homes of Nevada, Inc. Single-family
detached homes with up to six bedrooms,
two or three car garages and 2,800 sq.ft.
Priced from the $120,000s.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
HEARTLAND by Heartland Homes. Single-family detached homes with up to four bedroomsand 1,950sq.ft. Priced from $116,900.

FALLBROOK by Coleman Homes. Single-family detached homes with up to four bedrooms and 2,168 sq.ft. From the $120,000s.

SANDALWOOD by BR Homes. Single-family
detached homes with up to four bedrooms
and 1,518 sq.ft. Priced from the low
$100,000s.

HEATHERSTONE by Coleman Homes. Singlefamily detached homes with up to five bedrooms and 3,256 sq.ft. Priced from the
$190,000s.

THE MERIDIAN COLLECTION by The Helmer
Company. Single-family detached homes
with up to five bedrooms and 2,983 sq.ft.
Priced from the $160,000s.

THE REsERVE by Watt Homes ofNevada. Singlefamily detached homes with up to five bedrooms and 3,295 sq.ft. Priced from the
$170,000s.
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SuMMIT PoiNTE by Watt Homes of Nevada.
Single-family detached homes with up to
four bedrooms and 1,793 sq.ft. Priced from
the low $100,000s.
LEGACY EsTATES AT THE GRAND LEGACY by
Silver Springs, Inc. Custom homes on
1/3 and 213 acre lots. From $550,000.
LEGACY HIGHLANDS AT THE GRAND LEGACY by
Nigro &: Associates. Single-family detached
homes with up to five bedrooms and 3,339
sq.ft. Priced from the low $200,000s.
VINTAGE AT THE GRAND LEGACY by S&:S Development. Single-family detached homes with
up to five bedrooms and 3,500 sq.ft. Priced
from the $200,000s.
THE GALLERY at the Grand Legacy by Taylor
Woodrow Homes. Single-family detached
homes with up to five bedrooms and 3,304
sq.ft. Priced from the $200,000s.
LEGACY WEST
THE MAsTER SERIES at the Legacy by Desert
Oak Development. Single-family homes
priced from the low $200,000s.
LEGACY LEGENDS by Pacific Properties. Condominiums from the $60,000s.
PEBBLE CREEK VILLAGE
PEBBLE CREEK AT GREEN VALLEY by Kaufman&:
Broad. Single-family detached homes with
up to four bedrooms and 1,673 sq.ft. Priced
from $89,990.
~
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WATT HOMES OF NEVADA
Forty-five years of quality homebuilding

Among the three Watt Homes communities in Green Valley will be THE RESERVE, executive estate homes in the Legacy Village.

Watt Homes has been providing quality single-family housing for thousands
of Americans since 1947. The company,
which expanded operations into southem Nevada two years ago, is heading for
record sales in 1993.
Watt Homes of Nevada, with local
operations headed by Tim Kent, will
move into high gear this year after completing 1992 in a banner fashion. The
company became the first builder to
complete subdivision sales at Summerlin
whenitsoldits final home atlas Colinas,
a premier community of one- and twostory homes in the prestigious northwest portion of the Las Vegas Valley.
Watt is currently marketing two neighborhoods at Summerlin- Vista Del Oro
and Visions- and it is planning a major
move into the Green Valley area in 1993.
A company which carefully maps its
strategy before taking a step, Watt will
x •
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introduce Summit Pointe ($108,000 to
$125,000), Shadow Canyon ($120,000
to $160,000) and The Reserve ($170,000
to $225,000) in Green Valley.
Watt expects to be as trong participant
in the Las Vegas Valley in 1993 and
beyond. Tim Kent, president of Watt
Nevada, is a big believer in the Watt
philosophy of providing quality homes
with true value , and the expansion into
Green Valley has price ranges and squarefootages to meet each homebuyer's needs.
"We are excited about our participation in Green Valley," said Kent, whose
local operations also have the company
active at Norte del Sol in Rancho del
Norte near Craig Road and Lone Mountain. "Green Valley was the first true
master-planned community in southern
Nevada, and the complete package of
homes, recreational amenities, schools,
shopping and churches has continued

to make it one of the finest developments of its kind in southern Nevada.
"Watt Homes of Nevada has made a
dramatic mark in southern Nevada in a
very short time," said Kent. "Our teamwork effort has been the major reason
for our success, and we honestly feel the
Green Valley market will continue to
prosper in what is expected to be a
banner year in 1993."
Watt Homes founder Ray Watt has
served the nation as under-secretary of
the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, and as chairman of the
Federal Home Loan Bank of San Francisco. He was also inducted to the prestigious National Builders Hall of Fame.
Under Watt's leadership, the firm has
built more than 100,000 homes, townhomes and condos throughout the West,
as well as high-rise office buildings, shopping centers, hotels and resorts.
GrJ
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ST. RosE DoMINICAN HosPITAL
New MRI features entertainment center
THE HOSPITAL'S NEW MAG-

NETIC RESONANCE lMAGlNG SYSTEM IS WIRED FOR
SOUND- AND VIDEO.
Aside from offering the latest in diagnostic technology, the Vectra 0.5T MR is
outfitted with a state-of-the-art audio/
video component system. Patients can
relax with their favorite video, CD or
tape while being imaged. Rear projection and mirror optics enable patients to
view videos, or conventional television,
while laying down.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is
a non-invasive procedure which combines a computer and safe radio waves to
create detailed body images. MRI allows
physicians to evaluate tissues in much
greater detail than can be obtained using
other imaging modalities.
'The addition of this newest imaging
modality complements and will greatly
extend the range of high-quality diagnostic services already available to the
community's residents at St. Rose Dominican Hospital," said Chief of Staff
Dr. Paul Wiesner.
St. Rose Dominican Hospital's Vectra
0.5T MR system by GE is only the second system of its type in the country. It
has the capability of acquiring images so
detailed that they approach the fine-line
anatomical drawings found in medical
textbooks. A further advantage of the
system is the potential of providing a
series of images in a short amount of
time, eventually allowing more patients
access to the scanner's special features.

]. Paul Wiesner, M.D., chief of staff at St. Rose Dominican Hospital
Because the system is considered noninvasive, it offers fewer risks than some
diagnostic alternatives. In some instances, it may reduce the need for
lengthy hospital stays, thereby holding
down health-care costs.
Along with the new MRI system, St.
Rose Dominican Hospital also has acquired a software package which will
allow physicians to obtain MR images of
the body's blood vessels. The vascular
imaging package can be used to diagnose problems with blood vessels in the
head, neck and extremities that could
lead to health problems.
St. Rose Dominican's system offers the
capability of imaging oblique slices in
any direction or plane, providing important new perspectives of structures previously viewed in only one dimension. It
can also create greater image contrast

between some soft tissues- for example,
between the gray and white matter in the
brain- than is possible with other forms
of imaging.
MRI may allow physicians to make
more complete diagnoses of brain damage, to monitor inflammations of the
spinal cord or bone marrow, to more
accurately predict stroke patients' recovery and to determine oxygen availability to tissues in the heart and liver.
"As a part of our on-going effort to
offer the latest in diagnostic technology,
St. Rose Dominican Hospital is proud to
keep pace with the newest medical developments," said hospital President/
CEO Rod A. Davis. "We believe the MRI
is important to long-term growth and
enhances our ability to meet the healthcare needs of the growing Henderson
C:O
and Green Valley communities."
Special Advertising Supplement to Nevada Business Journal •
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DAVID jENSEN AssociATES
co~n~nunity

Pioneers in

land planning

The Legacy Golf Course features D]A's innovative land planning technique dubbed "Windows and Focals".
Since 1983, David jensen Associates,
Inc. (DJA) has been a nationally recognized leader in master-planned communities and golf course master plans including the Grand Legacy at Green Valley, winner of the 1991 Homer Award
for Best Master-Planned Community.
DJA President David] ens en pioneered
a balanced approach to community land
planning, placing greater emphasis on
consumer preferences than is commonly
practiced. American Nevada Corporation realized early on the importance of
this approach. DJA designed the Grand
Legacy land plan to respond to these
factors using market research conducted
by Robert Charles Lesser Associates.
xii •

To increase project performance, sales
premiums, base prices and increased
sales pace on the Grand Legacy, DJA
used their land planning technique
called "Windows and Focals". Windows
are created by leaving open spaces at key
points along the perimeter of the golf
course. Focals are the "hot spots" on the
golf course such as greens, tees, lakes,
bunkers and first-shot landing areas.
Windows and Focals increases the visibility of the golf course to residents of
the community, especially for those far
away from the course.
American Nevada Corporation (AN C)
continues to strive for improved neighborhood concepts. As a result, aestheti-

Special Advertising Supplement to Nevada Business journal

cally, mixed-use "mini-villages" (a new
concept of AN Cs) were created as a part
of the overall village. The mini-village
concept clusters various residential products around a common village entry and
community recreation facility, rather
than several smaller developments with
their own entries and a homogenous
product type and buyer profile.
DJA today continues to work with
ANC, its builders and the city of Henderson to promote neighborhoods which
respond to the home buyers' preferences
and desires. Natural and water features ,
as well as recreational facilities and
schools, are maximized to create neighborhoods buyers will call home.
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PACIFIC PROPERTIES & DEVELOPMENT CoRPORATION
THE NATIONALLY RENOWNED HOMEBUILDER

SOLD

596 SINGLE-FAMILY

HOMES IN

1992 - AND IS

LOOKING FORWARD TO AN
jim Hernquist

EVEN BETTER YEAR IN

1993.
Pacific Properties' Legacy Legends

Las Vegas-based Pacific Properties &
Development Corp. ended 1992 by closing 596 homes in its single-family division, announced Jim Hemquist, chief
financial officer and executive vice-president of the eight-year-old residential and
commercial development firm.
"1992 was a good year for Pacific
Properties. Although the housing market is much better in Las Vegas than
other parts of the county, we believe our
performance was a significant accomplishment by local standards. We pride
ourselves on building the homes buyers
want, and we have set our sights on
higher goals for 1993. We plan to close
650 homes next year," said Hemquist.
Currently, Pacific Properties is selling
a selection of eight single-family home
and condominium communities ranging in price from the $60,000s to the
$200,000s. The firm offers a full-range
of housing opportunities to home buyers. These include entry level, first- and
second-time move-up, and upper-end
homes. All sales offices are open daily

from 10 to 5, and on Friday from l2 to 5.
Located in Green Valley:
• Legacy Legends - one-, two- and
three-bedroom golf course condominium homes with garages. Prices from the
high-$60,000s. For additional information, please 361-2824.
Located near Green Valley:
• SILHOUETTE - coming soon. New
two-, three- and four-bedroom homes.
Priced from the high-$90,000s. For additional information, or to be placed on
the priority interest list that is now forming, please call431-4477.
• COLLAGE- overlooking Desert Rose
Golf Course featuring two-, three- and
four-bedroom homes from the mid$80,000s. For additional information,
please call431-4477.
Located in Summerlin:
• AMARANTE- featuring two-, three-,
four- and five-bedroom homes from the
high $90,000s. For additional information, please call 256-3834.
• SoRRENTO- offering two-, three- and
four-bedroom homes from the mid-

$90,000s. For additional information,
please call256-7745.
Located in Pebble Canyon:
• SEASONS - two-, three- and fourbedroom homes priced from the high
$90,000s. For additional information,
please call879-251l.
• VISTARA- three-, four- and five-bedroom homes priced from the high
$ll0,000s. For additional information,
please call897-03l3.
• MIRADA- three-, four-, five- and sixbedroom homes priced from the low$150,000s. For additional information,
please call897-0305.
According to Hemquist, Pacific Properties has sold and closed 1,500 homes
since 1985. The firm recently ranked
92nd in the nation among 400 diversified builders in Professional Builder &
Remodeler's "25th Annual Report of
Housing Giants". Privately-held Pacific
Properties & Development Corporation
is known throughout the Southwest for
building quality, award-winning resif!!!l
dential communities.
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FIRST INTERSTATE BANK
Growing with Green Valley

WITH A REPUTATION FOR

PROVIDING

YEARS

OF

QUALITY BANKING SER-

VICES TO THE GREEN
Selma Bartlett

VALLEY AREA, fiRST INTERSTATE BANK

PLANS TO CONTINUE GROWING WITH .THE

POPULAR MASTER-PLANNED COMMUNITY.
Selma Bartlett Elementary School in Green Valley

"We are extremely proud of our long
history of service to the Green Valley
community," says Andy Studdert, southem Nevada area president. "We're also
very excited to be expanding that service
going forward."
First Interstate Bank will retain its
current Lucky Store office on Sunset,
and the bank currently has four automated teller machines (ATMs) serving
the area. The bank will also continue to
offer Green Valley residents "Nine to
Nine Banking" with offices open from
nine in the morning till nine at night,
five days a week, plus Saturday and
Sunday hours.
In addition, plans call for First Interstate Bank to relocate its current Green
xiv •

Valley Parkway office to a new larger
office at the comet of Sunset and Annie
Oakley streets in February. And, sometime over the next 18 months, the bank
will break ground on a brand new office,
further expanding its ability to service
customers in Green Valley.
"Our philosophy has always been,
'The customer comes first' ," says Selma
Bartlett, senior vice president and district manager. "We strive to provide the
highest levels of customer satisfaction,
and this expansion in Green Valley will
enhance our ability to meet that goal."
Bartlett joined First Interstate Bank in
1954, serving first in Henderson and
later, in 1976, the Green Valley area. She
is a member of numerous local boards

Special Advertising Supplement to Nevada Business journal

and has received several awards for her
community involvement. As a reflection
of her commitment to the community
and her customers, the area's newest
school has been christened, Selma F.
Bartlett Elementary.
"We will continue to play an active
role in Green Valley, supporting community events, investing in its businesses
and providing the best banking services
to our customers," Bartlett adds.
According to Bartlett, the one thing
that has set First Interstate Bank apart
through the years from other financial
institutions has been its personalized
service. "Our customers deserve the
best," she said, "and we will continue
working hard to see they get it."
f!!l

ToP ScHooLs. ToP HoMES
Pebble Canyon .. .Las Vegas's newest new home community

SEASONS

What do you get when you combine three of the finest Green Valley
schools with three of the most sought-after new home communities in
Las Vegas?

2, 3 & 4 Bedroom Homes
From the high $90,000s
897-2511

An education in value ...

VISTARA

Mirada, Vistara And Seasons. With 13 spectacular models in all.
And ... Bartlett Elementary School. One of Las Vegas's newest and
most technologically-advanced primary schools. And ... Greenspun

3, 4 & 5 Bedroom Homes
From the high $110,000s
897-0313
MIRADA

Junior High School and Green Valley High School. Both ranked high

3, 4, 5 & 6 Bedroom Homes

in national and local surveys of academic excellence.

From the low $150,000s
897-0305

Pebble Canyon. It's a lot more than just a great lifestyle.

_EEBBLE CANYON
THE SURPRIS I NG NEW GREEN VALLEY ALTERNATIVE

All Sales Offices Open Daily from 10 to 5, Fridays from 12 to 5
Prices subject to change.

I

~PACIFIC
From

Our

PROPERTIES

Family

To

Yours

I Love Green Valley Because ItS Got
5 Parks, AChami?ionsFrii? Golf Course And
The Largest Athletic Club In The State.
[~Green Valley, celebrating its 15th anniversary,

G

has been building traditions since 1978...so
the families who live here know their community can provide everything they want. Whether it's a
round of golf at The Legacy golf course, an aerobics class
at the Green Valley Athletic Club, an after-school soccer
match, a pickup basketball game at the Silver Springs

Rec Center, or an early-morning run in one of the community parks, recreational pleasures are an everyday
part of life in Green Valley.That'sjust one reason why
more than 15 outstanding builders are building here
right now, and why more than 11,000 families love living
here. Take Sunset east to Green Valley Parkway, then
turn south and visit Green Valley. It's a real community!

I

Green
Valley
It's AReal Community
An American evada Corporation Community
Henderson, 1evada
702/458-S855

by K. Michael Spuhler

YOUQ

TICKET
How long should you keep your
income tax records?

Some tax-related time frames, such as
your filing deadline or the due date for
estimated tax payments, are very clearcut. But when it comes to tax records and
how long you should keep them, the answer is far from simple. It's a sensitive
issue, because in tax matters, the "burden
of proof' is on you, the taxpayer.

IN MOST CASES, THREE YEARS
WILL USUALLY SUFFICE
In general, any records that support an
item of income or a deduction should be
retained at least until the statue of limitations on tax assessment expires. This is
the time period in which the IRS can
question your return - typically three
years after it is flied. For example, the
statute of limitations for returns flied on
April15, 1990 expires on April15, 1993.
There are exceptions to the general
rule. For example, consider these:
• You should retain documents verifying the basis of properties (such as real
estate or stocks) until you recognize gain
from sale of the property. This requires
maintaining documentation, many years
after the expenses were incurred, of the
original purchase price plus any subsequent improvements.
• A seven-year retention period is advisable for records relating to a claim for

to8UCCE~

refund or credit based on bad debts or
losses on worthless securities.
• Because a net operating loss (NOL)
can be carried back three years and carried
forward 15 years, it is important to retain
all records until the losses are used to
offset income and/or the carry-forward
term expires, plus the three-year statute of
limitations on the income tax returns using the carry-forward.
• The statute 'o f limitations is extended
to six years if the IRS fmds that you have
understated gross income on your return
by 25 percent or more.
• Further, in cases where a fraudulent
return was flied or no return is flied,
assessment may be made at any time.

IMPORTANT REMINDER
These statutes of limitations provide
minimum guidelines. You may want to
retain your records longer. Occasionally,
new tax legislation that benefits the individual is made effective retroactively.
This may provide the opportunity to me
an amended tax return and collect a refund
- but only if you have the appropriate
records. Also, copies of your actual tax
return should be saved indefmitely. •

K. Michael Spuhler is a tax partner with
KPMG Peat M01wick.
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by William J. Rossman

1993 well may be the
uyear of the small business".
Indeed, many banks across

Lending outlook for 1993 shows
promise for small business

the country are focusing on
this market segment because
it has the potential for very
sizable growth. By serving
small business customers,
banks feel they will have a
competitive edge by providing
them services that they
cannot obtain elsewhere.

26 Nevada Business Journal •
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During the past 12 to 24 months there
has been a lot of discussion about a credit
crunch and the unavailability of credit for
small business customers. Whether that
crunch is real or a matter of perception
depends on whether you are a business
borrower or a banker. True, banks have
been emphasizing the quality of their loan
portfolios, particularly in the real estate
area. However, the many bankers that I
have talked to in the last year say they are
looking for quality loans to extend to
creditworthy borrowers.
It is worth ·noting, too, that in the last
two to three years, banks have been dealing with what sometimes is referred to as
"regulatory risk': Since the late 1980s,
banks have had to learn to adapt to stricter
regulatory examinations. A number of
them had to experience an examination or
two before they felt comfortable with any
exposure in the examination process.
As a result of this learning process,
banks today are in a much better position
to deal with risk exposure. The more intense regulatory process has provided
bankers with experience and seasoning
which will help us meet the lending opportunities that will increase in 1993.
For the coming year, I see a need for
banks to increase their loan portfolios
with quality credits to meet the loan demands of an economic upturn. This upturn, I believe, will bring a very defmite
shift in the market focus of many banks to
the small business orientation I referred

to earlier. Banks of different sizes defme
small business in many different ways.
However, the entire small business arena
should benefit from banks' additional focus and specialization on this segment. In
fact, many of them are setting up entiry
departments or divisions to service the
needs of the small business market.
1992 was a good year for banking, and
1993 can be even better. Most certainly,
there will be change. Banks that embrace
change and focus on service will be winners in the competitive environment.
And as the marketplace changes, small
business owners must change with it, too.
If they are not already doing so, I suggest
they get assistance from other professionals. This includes utilizing the expertise
of qualified attorneys and accountants
who are able to work with and support
business owners and their ventures. Their
assistance, coupled with that from good
bankers - those able to extend credit and
take care of the fmancial needs of small
business owners- will provide the impetus for many successful ventures.
•
William J. Rossman is president and chief
spokesman ofRobert Morris Associates (RMA)
in Philadelphia, Penn. RMA is a not-for-profit
banking trade association ofmore than 14,500
commercial loan and credit officers. Those
individuals represent some 3,000 RMA member financial institutions, which account for
about 75 percent ofall commercial and industria/loans extended by U.S. banks.

IF YOU
DON'T ~NT
TOKNO
THE TRUTH,
TURN THE
PAGE.
Truth is, you can offer a quality health care plan, without sacrificing the
individual needs of your employees.
And the truth is, it isn't magic. It's hard work on our part. But the results
are worth it - and you don't need to receive big rate increases.
For the truth about health care insurance costs, call your broker or a
Nevada Sierra Health & Life representative.

Southern Nevada 702-646-8350
Northern Nevada 1·800-477·4542

NBJ-2

Artist's conception of Sierra Health
Services' new corporate campus

Nevada

Briefs

St. Rose is site for
new MDA clinic
On January 1, 1993, the southern Nevada chapter of the Muscular Dystrophy
Association relocated the MDA Clinic to
St. Rose Dominican Hospital.
"The mission of St. Rose Dominican
Hospital is to help those with special
needs," said Rod A. Davis, president/
CEO. "Our new affiliation with the MDA
is an excellent opportunity for us to improve health care for a special group of
people throughout southern Nevada."
All services from the MDA will be in
direct coordination with St. Rose Dominican Hospital. Most of these services
will be available on site.
The MDA is a national voluntary health
agency working to defeat 40 neuromuscular diseases. The association is funded
almost entirely by private contributors.

Sierra Health
breaks ground
The design/build team of The Koll
Company, Los Angeles, Koll Construction, Phoenix, Cornoyer-Hedrick Architects & Planners, Inc., Phoenix, and
Swisher & Hall AlA, Ltd., Las Vegas, has
been selected by Nevada-based Sierra
Health Services to master-pian a 500,000square-foot corporate campus at the Las
Vegas Technology Center. The entire
project is valued at $20 million.
28 Nevada Business Journal
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"We selected The Koll team based on
its experience in developing corporate
facilities and its reputation as one of the
nation's top developers," said William
Godfrey, vice president of administrative
services for Sierra Health Services.
The master plan calls for up to seven
buildings and two parking structures to be
constructed in phases on a 25-acre site
adjacent to U.S. 95. Phase one consists of
a six-story, 135,000-square-foot operations building, a two-story, 40,000-squarefoot administration building and a twolevel parking structure for 300 vehicles.
Occupancy is expected in November 1993.
According to Godfrey, Sierra Health
Services currently has a number of offices
spread throughout the city. The move is
intended to enhance efficiency and productivity by consolidating the finn's 580
employees into one location. The new
campus has space for up to 850 people.
Sierra Health Services, Inc. is a growing, managed care company which provides or arranges for the provision of a full
array of health care services. These services include an HMO, a multi-specialty
medical group, a health and life insurance
company, home health care, a hospice and
a behavioral health care company.
The Koll Company is one of the largest
commercial developers in the nation.
Koll Construction is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of The Koll Company.

U.S. Bank supports
school library
Green Valley school children at Harriet
Treem Elementary will now have access
to more library books and services, thanks
to a donation they received from U.S.
Bank of Nevada. U.S. Bank's donation
was made in conjunction with the opening
of its new Green Valley Branch office at

4550 East Sunset Road in Henderson.
"Our bank is committed to the households, businesses and youth ofHenderson
and we believe that our investment in
Harriet Treem Elementary School speaks
to that commitment," said Peter R. Landis,
president and chief executive officer of
U.S. Bank of Nevada. "We are especially
proud to support the students and th~
library at Treem Elementary.
"We are involved in Green Valley and
Henderson and we are definitely here for
the long term," added Landis.

Southwest Color
adds high-end
imaging sys!em
Southwest Color Graphics, a full-service elec!fonic imaging facility, recently~
announced the appointment ofBob Moore
to the newly formed position of director
desktop imaging. Moore is responsible
for bringing new cutting-edge imaging
equipment on line to facilitate use of
Macintosh desktop publishing systems as
a direct link to the firm's top-of-the-line
high-resolution graphic imaging services.
To complete an efficient Macintosh to
Scitex link, Southwest has added a Scitex
Star workstation, a Raster Image Processor and a Macintosh Quadra 950 Postscript graphics workstation to their existing high-end electronic imaging system.
"Our clients' Macintosh-generated
graphics and document files can be imaged directly through our new workstation ," said company president Paul
Brauner. "This allows them the freedom
to use the creative advantages of the
Macintosh context while availing themselves of the high-end imaging technology possible through our Scitex system."
Southwest Color Graphics has served
the Las Vegas graphics industry since
1981, offering a full range of pre-press,
color separation and electronic imaging
services. The firm counts among its clientele a large number of local, regional and
national companies.

Deli opens doors
in Green Valley
The new Clark County Government Center is scheduled for occupancy in 1995.

Government center
in planning stages
Clark County has named Chanen/
Sverdrup as project manager for the Clark
County Government Center in Las Vegas. The project is located on a 38-acre
portion of the Union Pacific Railroad property adjacent to the downtown area. The
37 5,000-gross-square-foot Government
Center will house the general administrative offices. Additional amenities include

a board of commissioners' chambers and
a cafeteria for 400 people.
The overall program budget for this
phase of the project, including full site
development, infrastructure installation
and the building structure is $68 million.
An aggressive design and construction
timetable has been proposed with occupancy scheduled for summer of 1995. The
architect, C.W. Fentress J. H. Bradburn
and Associates of Denver, Colorado, was
selected as the winner of a design competition sponsored by Clark County.

Augmenting the eclectic collection of
restaurants and other retail and commercial services catering to Green Valley
patrons, Leon Samueli celebrated the
grand opening of his New York-style delicatessen, Samueli's.
Besides the standard delicatessen fare,
Samueli's offers clients full catering services, as well as a bakery and a pastry chef
who makes fresh bread and bagels.
"We have people tell us they haven't
had rye bread like this since they left New
York," stated owner Leon Samueli.
The new deli is located in the Green
Valley Plaza, the first commercial shopping center built in Green Valley.
•
~

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

BULBMAN'S GREEN LIGHT SAMPLE PACK

Try the "Green Light
Sample Pack" in your
home or office. You can
return the lamps you don 't
like and we'll replace them
with lamps you do like. If
you don 't like any of them,
send them all back and
we'll refund your money,
no questions asked!

These ultra efficient, long-lasting lamps fit almost any conventional socket, inside or out. The package price of $89.00 includes shipping and handling.
CALL NOW TO PLACE YOUR ORDER AND RECEIVE YOUR FREE 1992 CATALOG

man
SINCE 1975

TM

TOLL FREE 1·800·648·1163

Leading Distributor for ABCO • EYE • G.E. • Marvel• Osram • Philips • Radiac • Sylvania • Thorn • Ushio • Venture

business indicators & analx.sis
he fall months brought welcomed economic expansion.
Unemployment rates dropped, both nationally and in Nevada during September 1992. Although unemployment
rates did not reach the levels of the last downturn, the good
economic news came too late for President Bush. To be
sure, unemployment is not always an indicator that closely tracks
current conditions. Indeed, it often lags the turning point of a
recovery. Nevertheless, these improvements offered a long awaited
signal that an expansion was underway. Although surely a modest
one, improving employment provides information to help confmn
that a recovery is underway. Economists now feel confident in
announcing that an economic recovery began in 1992.
A recovery will signal changes. The pessimistic outlook of consumers and investors can now give way to greater optimism. Thus,
most expect increased expenditures over last year's levels in 1993.
The fall improvement shows clearly in two key Nevada indicators.
Taxable sales and gaming revenue posted gains over year-ago levels.
Taxable sales jumped 11 percent for Nevada during September. Las
Vegas provided the bulk of the growth, up 15.7 percent for September. A resurgence of construction activity in the area's hotel, gaming
and recreation sector has fueled this expansion. Reno, which has been
the source of Nevada's recent growth, experienced only a small
increase over year-ago levels. On the other hand, the recent gains in
gaming revenue have not been as large. These revenues were up 3.8
percent statewide. Again, the Las Vegas growth rate was larger. This
percentage change, however, reflects gains over mediocre levels for
1991. In sum, the year will end with an economic recovery and with
guarded optimism for the new year.
Construction permits, a highly variable indicator, continues to
show large month-to-month swings. Residential permitting is up
substantially in Las Vegas as of the third quarter of 1992. The same
condition prevails for Reno, although the information is dated. On the
other hand, commercial permitting shows large declines. These
declines largely reflect a national recession accompanied with business downsizing and reorganization, and increased regulation within
fmancing institutions. Nonetheless, Nevada's conditions are not a
result of over-building that has occurred in more depressed regions.
The Reno economy performed better than the Las Vegas economy
during 1990 to 1992. This primarily reflects the better performance
of Northern California's economy. Most of the job losses reported in
California have occurred in the southern portion of the state. Furthermore, Southern California' s economy has shown no signs of
recovery from the structural changes experienced during the latest
recession. As a result, the Las Vegas economic picture has suffered
more than that of Reno. Consequently, Las Vegas ' expansion during
early 1993 will depend on continued diversification of its tourism
industry into non-Southern California markets and identification and
attraction of new market segments in Southern California. The
opening of three new properties in late 1993 will help in this effort.

I

R. Keith Schwer, UNLV Center for Business & Economic Research
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DATE

UNITS

LATEST
PERIOD

PREVIOUS
PERIOD

YEAR
AGO

CHANGE
YRAGO

UNEMPLOYMENT
Nevada
las Vegas
Reno

u.s.

Sep,
Sep,
Sep,
Sep,

1992
1992
1992
1992

seasonally adj.
seasonally adj.
seasonally adj.
seasonally adj.

7 .0
7.1
7.2
7.5

7.2
7.1
7 .3
7.6

5.6
5 .9
5.1
6.8

25 .00%
20.34%
41.18%
10.29%

Sep,
Sep,
Sep,
Sep,

1992
1992
1992
1992

$thousand
$thousand
$thousand
$million

1,368,760
777,561
252,127
161,130

1,287,570
728,208
252,508
160,722

1,233,119
672,076
250,602
154,302

11.00%
15.70%
0.61%
4 .43%

Sep, 1992
Sep, 1992
Sep, 1992

$thousand
$thousand
$thousand

508,487
369,148
83,622

504,502
357,321
85,461

489,952
355,789
82,372

3.78%
3.75%
1.52%

3rd qtr 1992
3rd qtr 1992

#permits
#permits

2 ,777
123

2,543
122

2,424
229

14.56%
-46.29%

4th qtr 1991
4th qtr 1991

#permits
#permits

276
15

445
87

232
67

18.97%
-77.61%

Sep, 1992
Aug, 1992

thousand
$billion

1,256
424.0

1,239
427.5

1,020
404.8

23 . 14%
4.74%

1st qtr 1992
1st qtr 1992
1st qtr 1992

$
$per sq. ft.
%

129,421
71.35
8.49

140,622
81.58
8.63

133,007
79.29
9.16

-2.70%
-10.01%
-7.31%

4th qtr 1991
4th qtr 1991
4th qtr 1991
Sep, 1992

$
$ per sq . ft.
%
thousand

156,370
83 .63
8.50
617

147,328
83.03
9.20
623

143,935
78 .58
9.80
499

8.64%
6 .43%
-13.27%
23.65%

3rd qtr 1992
2nd qtr 1992
Sep, 1992

passengers
passengers
thousand gal.

5 ,610,392
851,176
58,295

5,232 ,158
906,762
61,836

5,155,829
801,121
54,788

8.82%
6.25%
6.40%

July 1, 92
July1,92
July 1, 92

people
people
people

1,342,090
854,300
265,190

1,296,360
817,450
262,900

3.53%
4 .51%
0.87%

Sep, 1992
Sep, 1992
Oct, 1992
Sep, 1992
3rd qtr 1992

1982-84= 100
$billion
%
%
$billion

137. 1
872.0
8.0
5 .03
5,713 . 1

2.99%
13.46%
-25.00%
-43.54%
4.45%

RETAIL ACTIVITY
Nevada Taxable Sales
Clark County
Washoe County
U.S. Retail Sales

GROSS GAMING REVENUE
Nevada
Clark County
Washoe County

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
las Vegas Area
New Residences
New Commercial Permits
Reno Area
New Residences
New Commercial Permits
U.S.
Housing Starts
Total Construction

HOUSING SALES
las Vegas Area
Average Sales Price PI
Average Cost/Square Foot
Average Mortgage Rate 121
Washoe County
Average Sales Price 111
Average Cost/Square Foot
Average Mortgage Rate 121
U.S. Home Sales

TRANSPORTATION
Total Passengers 131
McCarren Airport, LV
Cannon Airport, Reno
State Taxable Gasoline Sales

POPULATION ESTIMATES
Nevada
Clark County
Washoe County

NATIONAL ECONOMY
Consumer Price Index 1•1
Money Supply- M 1
Prime Rate
Three-Month U.S. T-Bill
Gross National Product

141.2
989.4
6.0
2.84
5,967. 1

140.9
973.6
6.0
2.97
5,902 .2

NOTES: (1) houses, condos, townhouses; (2) 30 yr. FHA; (3) enplaned/deplaned passengers; (4) all urban consumers
SOURCES: Nevada Dept. of Taxation; Nevada Employment Security Dept.; UNLV, Center for Business and Economic Research;
UNR, Bureau of Business and Economic Research; US Dept. of Commerce; US Federal Reserve.
COMPILED BY: UNLV, Center for Business and Economic Research
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"I'd feel a little pain now and then, but I didn't think it
.

~

was anything serious. Maybe because I didn't want to ...
"But I finally went to see my doctor anyway. And it was a
good thing I did, because it was serious. It was my heart.
"I needed a cardiovascular specialist and surgery. That
meant the hospital.
"I was worried, sure. But only about me. Not about what it
took to get me well. All along I knew I was being cared for-and
cared about -by lots of people, start to finish. Lots of people I
never even met.
"And I got well. Thanks, HPN. It may not have been easy,
but you sure made it simple."
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HEALTH PLAN OF NEVADA, INC. SM
A member of Sierra Health Services, Inc.

